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Our 

Vision

 is to inspire the next generation to 
dream and live the dream, armed 
with knowledge and experience. We 
see new growth opportunities for 
creative talent beyond these borders.

iCreate is a Creative Institute 
developed with the aim of filling the 
gap in skills training and 
development of creatives in Jamaica 
and the wider Caribbean. As an 
important part of the creative eco-
system, we provide students with a 
wide range of career opportunities 
in the Creative Economy, while 
being a key partner of the 
Advertising Industry, Film 
Production Companies, Animation 
and Gaming Companies, Creative 
Outsourcing initiatives and Coding 
and Data Security Industries.

 is to unearth and nurture 
creativity in our students, 
developing a deep and abiding 
passion for design and imparting 
critical business skills to convert 
ideas to real value.

Becoming: 
A Digital & Creative Group of Companies

The company realised that in order to pivot and grow, the need to 
diversify became imperative and in so doing, we became a digital 
and creative group of companies. 

Our 

Mission

Our 

Brand
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iCreate continues to be resilient in its  performance in 2021 despite the challenges of the ongoing 
COVID-19 pandemic and the operational changes we have had to make to accommodate the global 
shift to a more remote environment. 

Digital transformation remains a key component of our core strategy to be the leading digital and 
creative course providers in Jamaica and the Americas. As the workforce moves to more remote work, 
some of the new approaches to work – especially the way people learn – will continue to change at pace 
and iCreate will be right there. 

As we look to the future, our successful digital transformation and mergers and acquisition strategies, 
supported by our strong governance, will be an outstanding feature in the achievement of our goals. 

GROWTH STRATEGY
iCreate's devotion to creative learning for the digital era remains steady. Even in tough economic times 
and the COVID-19 pandemic, iCreate has grown by focusing on cross-selling and acquisitions and will 
continue to hold to this strategy.

FINANCING & DEBT RESTRUCTURE
To ensure we had the cash resources to trade through the continued difficulties caused by COVID-19 
and stagnant growth and build on the significant progress made, iCreate raised JMD 50.5m and JMD 
18.3m from Dequity Financials and Kintyre Holdings, respectively.

BOARD APPOINTMENT 
We were delighted to appoint Ivan Carter in December 2021 to the Board of the Company as a 
Chairman of the Audit and Finance Committee. Ivan joined the Board and has acted as Chief Financial 
Officer for Sagicor Group. Ivan has a wealth of experience in financial leadership roles.

1. Policies and Charters
2. Governance

i. HR & Compensation Charter
ii. Audit Committee Charter
iii. Board Charter
iv. Delegation of Authority Policy
v. Induction Program for Directors
vi. Revenue Recognition Policy & Procedure

On behalf of the Directors, we would like to thank our shareholders for believing in us and staying the 
course. Continue to stay with us as we expand our digital and creative footprint in Jamaica and the 
Caribbean. To  the iCreate team members- thank you for your unwavering support! To the Directors, 
thank you for your dedication.

Arlene Martin
Chairperson
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I would like to thank all our team members for another year of unwavering support and dedication to 
ensuring iCreate’s continued success in providing the best array of digital and creative courses to fully 
equip our fellow Jamaicans for the global digital transformation that has taken shape in many 
countries. iCreate continues to propel forward despite the challenges triggered by the pandemic. 

We have had to make changes to our organisational structure. In the second quarter of 2021, We 
officially closed our physical offices and focused solely on digital delivery of content for the iCreate 
institute. This measure was not only implemented due to the restrictions derived from the pandemic, 
but also to contain expenses. Despite the decrease in revenues experienced in 2021, the efforts of our 
team members and the strong governance of our Director’s  saw the keeping compliant with its 
financial obligations and reducing our payables and other financial risks. Our team continued to work 
from home in keeping with the government’s work from home policy. We also changed from a brick-
and-mortar structure to facilitating courses virtually. 

FINANCING AND DEBT RESTRUCTURE 

iCreate secured investment from Dequity  and Kintyre Holdings of $50.5m and $18.3, respectively.  This 
was in aid of meeting our account payables, most noticeable our taxes and outstanding salaries. 

OUR EVOLUTION AS A DIGITAL AND CREATIVE GROUP OF COMPANIES
As a business, we have shown great resilience in overcoming the challenges of the last two years and 
are well-positioned to take advantage of the expected growth primarily due to the diversification of our 
core strategies and footprint. iCreate is evolving into a digital and creative group of companies aimed 
at fueling the growth of the digital and creative economies in the Caribbean and Latin America. The 
company currently has five divisions, Training, Media & Entertainment, Advertising and Tech in 
addition to our Opportunity Ventures which is our venture capital arm focused on building 
complimentary businesses to be spun off or fully integrated into our operations. 

We are confident in our ability to rebuild the company, transforming it into a digital and creative group  
in 2022 and beyond. 

Tyrone Wilson

President & CEO
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President & CEO 
Statement

2021 - BECOMING A CREATIVE GROUP OF COMPANIES
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iCREATE Limited presents its 
Audited Financial Statements 
for the 12-month period 
ending December 31, 2021:

↓ 77.8% 

$32,826,894

2020 Financial & Operating Highlights

 ↓ 43.49%

$13,645,407

Operating Loss
As of 31 December 2021 ↑ 54.2%

-0.11

$29,064,713

Net Loss
As of 31 December 2020

Operating loss increased by 63.9%, from 
$13,645,407 (2020) to $22,369,285 (2021). 

15

Key 

Highlights

Surviving Covid-19 
while preparing for 
what is ahead.

Cost of Sales include trainer fees, license fees and any 
other expenses directly related to delivering the 
training. Our Cost of Sales increased from $11, 839,112 to 
$24,116,780 for the year ended 2019 when compared to 
the same period in 2018. 

The company’s Sales Revenue was $32,826,894  
compared to $58,377,536 in the previous year, 
representing a reduction of $25,550,642 or 77.8%. 

Net loss also increased by 11% from $29,064,713 (2020) 
to $(32,262,298) (2021). 2021 was a build out year for 
iCreate. The expansion came with larger than usual 
growth in expenses from staffing our Kingston & 
Montego Bay locations, launching out and marketing 
our new courses and programs. Additional expenses 
were incurred in the areas of professional fees, 
expected credit losses and JSE listing fees. 

Earnings Per Share for the period was 
-0.11, moving from -0.24. A 54.2%
improvement.

Earnings
As of 31 December 2020

$22,132,816

Cost Of Sales
As of 31 December 2021

Revenue
As of 31 December 2021

 Reduced 36.7%
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Creative Courses

Our certificate programs are 
industry-specific education for 
future advertising, digital media 
and content professionals. These 
programs have been structured 
to benefit from a tremendously 
strong eco-system in the 
Caribbean.

Software and Cyber 
Security - Code Fellows
We have partnered with a leading 
software development skills training 
academy, Code Fellows. This 
partnership enables us to offer online 
courses that train students how to 
develop software, operate systems, 
and manage cyber-security.

Digital Marketing and 
Sales - Digital Marketing 
Institute (DMI)
As an Authorised Partner of the Ireland-
based Digital Marketing Institute, our 
diploma course offers students the 
opportunity to become an 
internationally Certified Digital 
Marketing Professional, aligning their 
skills with industry needs.

Our Products & Partnerships

Certificate Courses 
being offered are:
Digital Advertising
Animation
Content Marketing and Strategy 
Digital Content Writing
Digital Video Production Graphic 
Design
Live Television Production 
Mobile Game Design 
Photography
Project Management for 
Creatives

19
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Overview
iCreate has expanded its reach since 2021, crossing into new industries and becoming a leading provider of digital 
media education in Jamaica. The curriculum has been redesigned to keep up with technological advances while 
offering more flexibility in its delivery, drawing new students through partnerships with major companies as we poise 
ourselves for the work world in the post-pandemic era.

In 2020, with the growth of iCreate being halted by the global pandemic, the company decided it was the right time for a 
pivot and introduced a new division - Opportunity Ventures,  consisting of non-training ventures such as the iCreate 
Creative City Subsidiary and Reggae Sunsplash. These ventures are aimed at propelling the growth of iCreate and in 
matching the efforts of the fourth industrial revolution.

NCB FOUNDATION LEVEL-UP GRANT

The NCB Foundation Level Up Grant programme provides grants for short-term digital courses to unemployed Jamaicans who have not 
had the benefit of tertiary-level studies. These courses are designed to equip them with skills that puts them in a position to gain 
employment and/or start their own online ventures.

To date, NCB has invested over $45M in the digital upskilling of over 6,000 Jamaicans who ordinarily would not have access to this form of 
training and further contribute to Jamaica’s human capital in digital careers.

iCreate Institute is a training partner for the NCB Level-Up Grant.

23
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Creative City

Built on the premise of Kingston as a Creative City, this project will see leading higher education providers, 
high-tech, digital media and creative companies, and a diverse mix of students and employees calling the 
iCreate - Creative Cities their home. 

Innovation and creativity will be fostered by a community of creators and change-makers who will come 
together to share, learn and inspire each other. The Creative City will be a game-changing commercial real 
estate project that will bring new life to Kingston.

At the core of the Creative City is a Real Estate Development Company aimed at providing physical infrastructure for 
the Creative Economy. Our developments are defined as a Creative City if at least 35% support the creative and digital 
economy. The additional 65% can and will be sold to any individual or company interested in owning spaces at our 
creative city developments. 

Since announcing the pivot into this area, we have been working with several investors, pension funds, and property 
owners to deliver several Creative City Clusters for Jamaica. We have potential projects in Kingston, Old Harbour and 
Montego Bay - Jamaica.  The company hopes to announce our first project in short order.

25
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Management 
Discussion & 
Analysis

This Management’s Discussion and Analysis (MD&A)  is curated 
to outlay information about our business and our performance 
for the year ended December 31, 2020 both financially and 
prospects for the future. It is supplemental and intended for 
analysis along with our audited financial statements which have 
been prepared in accordance with International Financial 
Reporting Standards (IFRS) and the Companies Act of Jamaica. 
All dollar amounts are presented in Jamaican dollars.
This MD&A includes “forward-looking information”, observing 
expectations, anticipations, estimates and or intentions related 
to the general economic climate and market trends and their 
anticipated effects on our business. 

29

At iCreate, we give back to our community to unearth strength and greatness in 
ourselves and each other. We give back by introducing the necessary skill set to 
support a more technology focused mindset for individuals and organisations. We 
recognize the impact the COVID-19 pandemic has had on our students and 
professionals and we are committed to supporting them to navigate the 
challenges, especially in the digital and creative space. iCreate will continue to 
grant additional support to students in need through  scholarships and grants. 

In the last quarter of 2021, iCreate launched a multimillion-dollar Digital Awareness 
training programme to improve digital proficiency. This program was very 
successful as over 5,000 persons benefited. We were moved to extend the initiative 
to Jamaican seniors, traditionally an under-represented group in the digital space. 
We made 500 spaces available to members of the Caribbean Community of Retired 
Persons (CCRP).  The programme is designed to equip individuals and businesses 
in Jamaica with the digital mindset and tools needed to develop and succeed in 
today’s digital economy.

Corporate 
Governance

Corporate & 
Social 
Responsibility

iCreate continues to maintain its various policies that guide the company. These 
include:

• Board Charter

• Charter For Audit Committee

• Charter For HR And Compensation 
Committee

• Audit Committee Charter

• Delegation of Authority Policy

• Induction Program for Directors

• Revenue Recognition Policy & Procedure

• Payroll Policy and Procedures

• Cash and Bank Policy Procedures



Now that the build out and majority of the 
expansion has been completed, iCreate has 
a solid foundation in which to grow from. 
COVID-19 pandemic has shown the 
increased need for digital training and 
iCreate has surfaced as a leader in short 
courses in this field. The global creative 
economy makes up 5% of GDP and this is 
expected to continue to grow for years to 
come. iCreate is well positioned to help the 
Caribbean pivot and build on new skill sets 
as required in a post COVID-19 environment. 
Online training helped us to connect with 
new students and partner with corporate 
companies during a period where we all 
needed to increase our knowledge in digital. 
We expect this trend to continue and 
iCreate to be a key player in re/skilling and 
up/skilling our workforce for the future.

TODAY, we are now expanding into a digital 
and creative group of companies, and our 
Institute will become one of our five (5) 
divisions in the company.

Future  Out l o ok

http://x5.ru/en


Certified Digital 
Marketing Specialist 
in Search

This certification can help your 
staff understand how to create,  
manage and implement 
advanced search marketing 
strategies using  AdWords, 
PPC, display and remarketing. 

Certified Digital 
Marketing Specialist in 
Strategy & Planning

This certification will introduce 
your staff to digital 
communications  and social 
customer service so they can 
develop a measured and  well-
considered strategy.

Certified Digital & 
Social Sales 
Professional 

This certification enables your 
sales team to make sales faster  
and easier using digital and 
social selling techniques. It’s 
ideal for  salespeople at all 
levels and capabilities.

Content Marketing

This short course teaches you 
content marketing best 
practice.  Craft your social 
media messaging to attract 
visitors, celebrate your  brand 
story, optimise keywords 
and channels, and measure. 

Data and Web 
Analytics

Fast-track your Data and 
Analytics skills with this online 
short  course. Sharpen your 
analysis by learning Data 
Analytics, Reporting,  Data 
Management and Data 
Security best practices. 

Certified Digital 
Marketing Specialist 
in Social Media

By becoming a Certified 
Digital Marketing Specialist 
in Social  Media your staff will 
understand key specialisms 
including content  
marketing and promotion 
platforms.

eCommerce 

Our popular interactive short 
course covering UX design 
principles,  Conversion Rate 
Optimisation, Customer 
Experience (CX) and  
eCommerce funnel 
management. 

Social Media Marketing 

Short course providing rapid 
exploration of today’s social 
media  landscape. Learn brand 
storytelling, persona targeting, 
community  building, social 
analytics and more. Perfect 
intro.

33

More Courses For 

Our Students

As the digital economy continues to grow rapidly, digital is now an integral part of
today’s successful companies.

While organizations are aware of adopting and harnessing digital technologies, 
many are struggling to begin or progress along their transformation path.

Our courses are uniquely placed to help build the digital capabilities of your 
business and staff. We work with organizations to help them understand the impact 
of, and opportunities within, the digital economy.

Code Fellows at iCreate Coding & Data Security Programs

Official partner of Code Fellows, a coding school that offers; 
students computer programming, app and web development 
and ops and cyber security online.

 Technical Skills Training Academy
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Board Of Directors Meeting Audit Committee Meeting Compensation Committee Meeting

Arlene Martin (Chairperson)

Tyrone Wilson (CEO/Director)

Dainya-Joy Wint

Larren Peart

Ricardo Alen

Stephen Hector

37

Board Members 
Meeting Attendance

5

5

5

4

4

4

4

4

No Meeting Held

No Meeting Held
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Dainya-Joy Wint
Audit Committee Chairperson

Dainya-Joy Wint has over 9 years of professional experience in the field of finance with particular experience in 
audit, accounting and taxation. She worked at PricewaterhouseCoopers in audit and taxation where she 
managed a portfolio of companies in industries including investment, insurance, manufacturing, retail, 
distribution, agriculture and media.

Her audit experience covers audit planning, testing internal finance controls and performing quantitative and 
qualitative work to assist in providing an audit opinion. Her tax experience covers a variety of compliance and 
advisory engagements including advising international corporations on Jamaican tax matters, tax planning, and 
advising on the tax implication of particular transactions as it relates to Customs, General Consumption Tax and 
Income tax .

Wint holds a Master of Science Degree in Cognitive Science from the University of Osnabrück in Germany, and a 
Bachelor of Science Degree in Management Studies (Accounting) from the University of the West Indies, Mona 
where she was a member of the Honour Society. She is also a member of the Association of Chartered Certified 
Accountants (ACCA) having completed the examinations in 2013, where she placed top 2 in the island and was 
the top graduate in Taxation. 

Arlene Martin
Chairperson

Arlene L. Martin is a leading practitioner in strategy development, project 
management and programme implementation. Her proven ability to use 
logic and analysis to identify the strengths and weaknesses of different 
approaches makes her an invaluable asset in any planning process seeking to 
positively impact a company’s bottom line.

Arlene has a track record in investment facilitation, new venture development 
and project management.  She also has extensive experience in the fields of 
national and industry strategy with a focus on export development & strategy, 
market analysis, international trade policy and development of trade training. 
Throughout her career, she has developed international policy positions, 
participated in local and regional trade discussions, conducted training on 
market analysis tools, coordinated the development of a national export 
strategy and designed awareness programmes, developed new venture 
plans, facilitated FDI projects in Jamaica, as well as sector competitiveness 
improvement projects.

Among her noted projects are the Foreign Investment Promotion 
Programme for Jamaica, Jamaica’s National Export Strategy and participation 
in the Brand Botswana initiative, as well as a Market Analysis and Business 
Plan for a Creative Incubator, and Facilitator for the BPO Cluster coordinating 
a Competitiveness Improvement Imitative. 

Prior to consulting, Ms. Martin served at JAMPRO as Programme Manager for 
the Jamaica Legacy Programme, which had five separate projects, during its 
active phase, Senior Consultant in the Export Development Department and 
Policy Development Consultant in the Corporate Affairs Unit, dealing with 
International Trade issues.    Before JAMPRO, Ms. Martin was Manager for 
Caribbean and Latin American Promotions at the USA Poultry and Egg 
Export Council, a non-profit organisation with responsibility for the 
international promotion of USA egg and poultry products, where she 
developed new markets for that industry.   She was also an International 
Trade Specialist with the Georgia Department of Agriculture, in the USA.  
There, Ms. Martin worked to develop export-ready or new-to-export firms. 
Ms. Martin also owns and operates a clothing line, drennaLUNA, officially 
launched in 2010.

Arlene L. Martin completed an MBA at the Mona School of Business, the 
University of the West Indies in 2007.  She is a graduate of the University of 
Georgia where she completed her undergraduate degree in International 
Business with minors in Spanish and Horticulture.  She also completed a 
Certificate in International Agriculture at that institution.  Additional training 
includes a Certificate in Applied Project Management.

Tyrone Wilson
President / CEO

Tyrone is the President and CEO of iCreate Limited and a director of eMedia 
Interactive Group Limited. He is also an advisory board member for the 
GraceKennedy External Innovation Council in addition to serving as a Director 
of One on One Tutoring Services Limited, the Jamaica College Old Boys’ 
Association, and the Academic Advisory Board for the University of 
Technology Jamaica’s Entrepreneurship Degree.

Tyrone’s charismatic leadership style and passion for entrepreneurship have 
enabled the strategic growth of his creative companies, which now span 
education, advertising, and television and film.
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Larren Peart
Member of the HR and Compensation Committee

Ricardo Allen
Member of the Audit Committee

Larren Peart is a seasoned entrepreneur and information technologist with a depth of experience in research 
and the area of data intelligence. As founder of Bluedot and the brainchild behind the company’s data 
intelligence methodologies, Mr. Peart is credited with bringing a unique service offering to the regional 
marketing industry. Peart’s depth of experience in research techniques, consumer neuroscience, retail 
intelligence and data mining, have made him instrumental in delivering effective stewardship to the talented 
Bluedot team of researchers and data scientists.

Peart spent the first part of his career working within the software engineering industry with Advanced 
Integrated Systems. His role there as Tech Support Manager, allowed him to develop not only his technology 
skills but his effective client service management systems with having the responsibility of over 5000 merchants 
in Jamaica, Bahamas and Cayman Islands. This is where he began to develop his knowledge and insights on the 
power of data intelligence. Honing his skills and expertise led him to a number of freelance consultancies with 
major regional brands.

As CEO at Bluedot, Peart administers a team of highly skilled researchers, data scientists, neuroscientists, 
actuarial scientists and statisticians and has led the execution of research assignments for a number of major 
regional and international brands such as Grace Kennedy, Campari/J Wray & Nephew, National Commercial 
Bank (NCB), IGT, Digicel and Diageo to name a few. Peart continues to lead the product innovation at Bluedot 
with the implementation of cutting-edge research technologies and systems. He is also working diligently to 
position Bluedot as a major player in the global data intelligence industry and has already embarked on the roll 
out of an aggressive regional expansion programme.

Board Of Directors

Ricardo Allen, armed with an actuarial mind honed at The University of the West Indies, entered the private 
sector at Sagicor, where he led the Structured Products division of Sagicor Investments. It was an opportunity to 
combine his strong background in actuarial mathematics with corporate finance and economics to 
conceptualise and develop derivative products for retail and corporate markets. Allen would eventually give up 
his Sagicor job to follow his entrepreneurial spirit, fusing his innate passion for mathematics and love for 
technology and people to build a solution that enables thousands across the region to take their favourite 
courses online, at their convenience, materializing his vision to make it easy for students and adults to take on 
any course of learning at their own pace, using online facilities.

Allen is a Young Leader of the Americas Initiative Fellow, having been selected by President Obama in the first 
year of the programme. Ricardo is a member of the Jamaica Stock Exchange Best Practices Committee, 
Chairman of the Actuarial Science Course Committee at UTECH, a Member of the Course Committee in the Joan 
Duncan School of Entrepreneurship and Leadership at UTECH.
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Stephen Hector

Mr. Hector has proven to be a dynamic and strategic leader with excellent 
presentation and communication skills. His penchant for challenges in Sales and 
Marketing has been on display throughout his career as he has led the way with 
many initiatives at the ATL Automotive Group where currently serves as Group Sales 
and Marketing Director. He boasts a Certificate in Marketing from the London 
College of Printing and Distributive Trades.

Demetrie Adams
Corporate Secretary

39

Mr. Adams commenced his legal career in 2015 at Messrs. Rattray Patterson Rattray, 
Attorneys-at-Law. In 2017, he commenced his sole practice with offices located at 
20½ Duke Street, Kingston. He continued with a majority of his practice being 
engaged in defending various companies in personal injuries and property damage 
claims. In October 2017, he was admitted to the Barbadian Bar and has since 
successfully appeared in the Caribbean Court of Justice (CCJ) in the watershed 
decision of Chefette Restaurants Limited v Orlando Harris [2020] CCJ (AJ)(BB) on 
Employment Law from that jurisdiction, which has reshaped the country’s labour 
relations. He is now a Partner at Tavares-Finson Adams, Attorneys-at-Law. 

He is also an Adjunct Lecturer at the Faculty of Law, University of the West Indies, 
Mona Campus where he teaches Law of Contract I and II and Legal Method and 
Research Writing. 

Mr. Adams is also a Chartered Director, a Member of the Jamaica Bar Association 
and the Munro College Old Boy’s Association.  His areas of practice include 
Commercial Litigation, Corporate and Commercial, Conveyancing, Energy and 
Insurance Law.
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Tyrone Wilson Group President / 
CEO

Dominic Summers 

President - Institute

Management Team
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Academic Advisory Council

Aileen Corrigan
CEO - Trend Media Group

Lisandra Rickards
Founder - Soul Careers

Professor Bernadette Warner
Executive Vice President For Academic Affairs, 

Internationalization And Online Programs - UCC

Nadeen Matthews Blair
Chief Digital And Marketing Officer - NCB 

CEO - NCB Foundation

Shanan Smart 

General Manager
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Our Official Partners

www.iCreateEDU.com


